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Energy conversion with Zr-rich lead zirconate/titanate ceramics
Ning Duan,a) Noé Cereceda, Beatriz Noheda, José Raúl Fernandez-del-Castillo, and
Julio A. Gonzalob)

Departamento de Fı´sica de Materiales, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain

~Received 5 June 1997; accepted for publication 24 July 1997!

The conversion efficiency and power output to convert thermal energy to electrical energy by means
of a ferroelectric–ferroelectric phase transition has been investigated. The material used was the
ceramic mixed system lead zirconate/titanate~PZT! with a very Zr-enriched composition~Zr/
Ti597/3%!. We have studied the performance dependence on sample thickness and working
frequency, the main relevant parameters for a given PZT composition. The observed optimum
values of efficiency and power output are analyzed in terms of the two main characteristic relaxation
times of the process, the thermal time~sample thickness dependent! and the electric time~thickness
independent!. Possible ways of improving the overall performance are discussed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00239-8#
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Direct thermal to electric energy conversion using Z
rich lead zirconate/titanate~PZT! ferroelectric ceramic plate
by thermal cycling at the phase transition between the
rhombohedral ferroelectric phases,FRL ~low-temperature
phase! and FRH ~high-temperature phase!, has been investi-
gated by several authors.1–5 In these works, the advantage
of using these kinds of phase transitions for energy con
sion applications have been already pointed out, in comp
son with other better known ferroelectric transitions.6–8

Ferroelectric energy conversion with poled PZT, through
FRL–FRH first-order transition occurs between two phas
with nonzero polarization, and is the only demonstrated c
in which no external fields are needed, unlike cases in wh
the ferroelectric–paraelectric~F–P!7 or the ferroelectric–
antiferroelectric~F–AF!6 transitions are used, requiring ex
ternal fields for cyclic operation. In these investigations
polarized sample subject to thermal cycling is connected
an external load. By heating and cooling the sample aro
the FRL–FRH phase transition temperature~TLH), positive
and negative free charges are produced at the electrod
the ceramic plate, due to the temperature induced chang
spontaneous polarization, which is measured as a vol
signal through the load resistance.

It is well known that not all thermal energy transmitte
to the ferroelectric plate is converted into electricity, ap
from the thermodynamic limitation,h<hc5DT/Tmax, be-
cause some of the thermal energy is wasted in mechan
expansion/contraction of the material, heating metallic pla
in contact with the ceramic, and other processes.9 The actual
efficiency and the power output could be, however, cons
erably improved in several ways, including the design
materials especially adequate for this purpose, combinin
small dielectric constant and a large polarization chang
the transition, and the so-called ‘‘multistage’’ operation.10 It
consists in using a set of plates with changing composi
and profiting from the wasted energy from one sample
heating the next sample with a slightly lower transition te
perature. In this way, a set of PZT plates with gradua
changing compositions (x1,x2,•••,xn), having transition

a!On leave from Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, CAS.
b!Electronic mail: julio.gonzalo@uam.es
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temperaturesTLH(x1),TLH(x2),•••,TLH(xn), could be
used. First, however, a better understanding of the proc
itself taking place during conversion in our system~PZT
plate1 experiment setup! is necessary.

In the present work, we have investigated the dep
dence with the sample thickness and the frequency of
output power and the efficiency of plates with a single Z
rich PZT composition.

The experimental apparatus used is the same as in
4, but several improvements were made and the dyna
range was extended to lower frequencies. The heating so
was an IR lamp and the temperature oscillations were cre
by a chopper. The center and the width of the tempera
window could be reliably controlled by changing the lam
intensity as well as the frequency of the chopper, driven b
low-speed motor~range from 3 mHz to 0.11 Hz!.

The composition of the thin plates used in the pres
work was PZT 97/313.9 mol % of Nb2O5, which has a tran-
sition temperatureTLH'49 °C, with a polarization change o
aboutDP'2mC/cm2.

The specific output power is given by

Pout5
energy/cycle

volume
f 5

IV

n
, ~1!

where energy/cycle is the total output energy per cycle,f is
the frequency, andn is the sample volume.

The efficiency of the conversion process can be obtai
through

h5
Eout

Ein
5

*0
DtIVdt

*Tmin

TmaxnrnCpdT
'

*0
DtIVdt

nrnCpDT
, ~2!

wherern is the density,Cp the average specific heat per un
mass over the working temperature window,DT5Tmax

2Tmin , andDt51/f is the time for one cycle.
For a given lamp intensity, the temperature interval,DT,

can be decreased by increasing the chopping frequenc
such a way as to fix it to the place where the maximu
change of polarization occurs, increasing, in this way,
efficiency@see Eq.~2!#, which must be low enough to allow
most of the charge to be, first, liberated at the electrodes a
the heating/cooling period and, then, released through
/97/71(13)/1786/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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load resistance. Here, the two characteristic times of
process10 are the electrical relaxation time~te5re«5RC,
whereR is the optimized load resistance, equal to the sam
resistance, andC is the sample capacitance!, depending only
on the material resistivity,re, and its dielectric constant,«,
and the thermal relaxation time~t th5rnC̄pd2/kth!, which de-
pends on the densityrn , the average specific heatC̄p over
the working temperature window, the thermal conductiv
kth, and the thickness of the sampled. Then, for a given
material, the optimum working frequency can be tuned to
sample thickness. In principle, the lower thet th , the higher
the working frequency and the efficiency. However, w
know thatVout5Q/C5DPsd/«, whereQ is the charge lib-
erated at the surface of the sample,C the capacitance of the
sample,DPs the change in spontaneous polarization,d the
thickness, and« the dielectric constant. Note that PZ
aroundTLH has a conveniently very low«(T) value in com-
parison with«(T) near the Curie point, contributing to
higher output voltage. We can expect, as it was found, t
for the same composition,Vout increases linearly with the
sample thickness.

The total characteristic time of the process can be e
mated from the full width at half-height of the voltage pe
versus time obtained with a frequency low enough to obse
the full peak real shape. These values are represented v
thickness in Fig. 1. The only expected thickness depende
comes through the contribution of the thermal characteri
time, proportional to the squared thickness (t th}d2). Then,
we can easily extract from Fig. 1 the observed value oft tot

2t th, fitting the experimental data tot tot5Ad21B ~ A525
s/mm2, B56.4 s!, where the first term representst th and the
second term represents the contributions of the other cha
teristic times of the process~independent ofd!. This value
~6.4 s! is much higher than the expected electrical time4 ~te

5r«'0.8 s!. We call residual time,t r , to the additional
contributions to the total relaxation time, after discounti
te , which are mainly related to the indirect heating of t
sample and to the thermal inertia of the whole system~setup
1 sample!.

FIG. 1. Total optimum characteristic time observed vs. sample thickn
The full line represents the best fitt total56.4125d2 ~ t total in seconds andd
in mm! to the data. The dotted line marks the level of all other contributio
to the characteristic time~independent ofd!, including the electrical char-
acteristic time,te .
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 71, No. 13, 29 September 1997
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Figure 2 gives thepout as a function of frequency fo
three different thickness~0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 mm! in the range
of 3,f ,110 mHz. It is shown that the optimumpout and
efficiency correspond to a frequency of 0.04 Hz and a thi
ness of~0.260.1! mm. Under these conditions, we have o
tained a peak voltage of683 V, an energy density per cycl
of 7.5 mJ/cm3, a specific output power of 0.75 mW/cm3 and
an efficiency given bym5h/hc50.01,beinghc the Carnot
efficiency. From the fit in Fig. 1, we have obtained at th525
d2, which gives at th51 s for a 0.2 mm thickness, of th
same order aste , as can be expected near optimum con
tions.

There exists room for further improvement of the outp
power and the efficiency through a synchronized discha
operation. In it, charge is accumulated up to the maxim
~in an open circuit!, then the circuit is closed, and the char
is released through a proper load resistance, just before
chopper changes to another half cycle. Preliminary res
show a maximum output voltage 1.6 times that of the va
obtained by means of a spontaneous discharge opera
This figure can be improved varying the ratio open circ
time/short circuit time.

In conclusion, it is perhaps somewhat premature to m
a final evaluation of ferroelectric materials as an energy c
verter, in view of the as yet relatively low efficiencies foun
We note, however, that a better knowledge about the con
sion process in Zr-rich PZT samples has improved by a f
tor of 10 the efficiency of the specific power output. This fa
may be indicative that further improvements are possible
modifying the operation mode~multistage/multicomposition
operation, synchronized discharge operation! and, perhaps
more important, by identifying materials with a largerDPs,
accompanied by moderateDT and low«(T).

The authors are grateful to Elı´as Rodrı´guez and the
Spanish CICyT~Grant No. PB93-1253! and IBERDROLA.
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FIG. 2. Specific power output vs frequency for three different thickness
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